The world’s largest support Network for innovative SMEs with international ambitions
The Network in figures

+458 Organisations

39 Countries, present in all regions of the EU

€164.5 Million for 3 years
Network Composition

- Specialised private / public bodies
- Regional government or development / innovation agencies
- Economic Chambers
- Research Institutes / Science parks
- Professional associations
- Other
SMEs participated in our matchmaking events where they held +700 K business meetings.

SMEs benefited from key Network services between 2008 - 2021: +4.2 M.

SMEs benefited from our information services and training sessions: +2.5 M.

SMEs benefited from our tailored innovation support packages: +25 K.

SMEs received advice from our experts to help them innovate and grow internationally: +500 K.

SMEs participated in our matchmaking events where they held +700 K business meetings.
Disclaimer: Some countries’ agreements might still be in process of being signed
The Network approach
How we help SMEs

Client-centric
We place the client’s needs at the heart of the Network’s mission.

Tailored Services
We can tailor our services and provide support to businesses at any stage of their growth path.

Expertise
The Network’s international advisers have the experience and resources to help your business thrive.
The Network approach
How we help SMEs

- Innovation
- Sustainability
- Resilience
- EU Single Market
- Business Partnering
- Digitalisation
- Internationalisation
- Access to finance
Areas of expertise

Sector Groups
- 15 SGs aligned with the industrial ecosystems
- Client-oriented activities
- Connecting with ecosystem stakeholders
- Providing policy feedback

Thematic Groups
- 10 TGs aligned with the Network activities & priorities
- Network-oriented / capacity building activities
- Connecting with thematic stakeholders
- Providing policy feedback
How can EEN help Alias Robotics?

Alias Robotics is an innovative robot cyber security company based in Spain.

The EEN is a trusted and well rooted in the ecosystems partner with whom doing business in the Single Market and abroad.